Tanglewood

Select the shelftalker that best fits your needs to showcase Is a Worry Worrying You? on your shelf. Write your own message (don't forget to sign at the bottom) or let us help you and just print and hang!

- Fold at dotted line & hide upper section under book so message hangs over shelf.

Is a Worry Worrying You?
by Ferida Wolff and Harriet May Savitz

Cut at dotted line & discard extra paper.

- Fold at dotted line & hide upper section under book so message hangs over shelf.

Is a Worry Worrying You?
by Ferida Wolff and Harriet May Savitz

One might think that a book with monsters won't be good for anxious children, but through truly silly situations these monsters, and the fears and stressors they represent, help young readers understand their anxieties, and teach them how to manage them, in a fun way.

Cut at dotted line & discard extra paper.